One link between the theory of quasicrystals and the theory of nonlinear dynamics is provided by the study of so-called trace maps. A subclass of them are mappings on a one-parameter family of 2D surfaces that foliate R 3 (and also C3). They are derived from transfer matrix approaches to properties of ID quasicrystals. In this article, we consider various dynamical properties of trace maps. We first discuss the Fibonacci trace map and give new results concerning boundedness of orbits on certain subfamilies of its invariant 2D surfaces. We highlight a particular surface where the motion is integrable and semiconjugate to an Anosov system (i.e., the mapping acts as a pseudo-Anosov map). We identify properties of symmetry and reversibility (time-reversal symmetry) in the Fibonacei trace map dynamics and discuss the consequences for the structure of periodic orbits. We show that a conservative period-doubling sequence can be identified when moving through the one-parameter family of 2D surfaces. By using generator trace maps, in terms of which all trace maps obtained from invertible two-letter substitution rules can be expressed, we show that many features of the Fibonacci trace map hold in general. The role of the Fricke character ](x, y, z) = x 2 + y2 + z z_ 2xyz -I, its symmetry group, and reversibility for the Nielsen trace maps are described algebraically. Finally, we outline possible higher-dimensional generalizations.
INTRODUCTION
There has been a growing interest in quasiperiodic structures and phenomena. ~J Likewise, dynamical systems are an area of recent rapid development. These two topics have been linked via a transfer matrix approach to the study of quasiperiodic systems, which leads to the derivation of three-dimensional (3D) mappings called trace maps. tz'3~ A large class of these trace maps, to be considered here, possesses one integral of motion and consequently these trace maps induce motion on the foliation of R 3 by the family of 2D level sets of the integral. In this article, we study the dynamics of such trace maps, particularly with regard to their periodic orbits, and identify various features and symmetries common to a large subset of such mappings.
The results of refs. 4-6 place the construction of trace maps on a firm mathematical footing. In the physics literature, however, trace maps first occurred in studies of systems with spatial, and later temporal, quasiperiodic structure described by the Fibonacci sequenceJ z.xT~
In the category of spatial structure lies the study of 1D Schr6dinger operators (or tight-binding approximations thereof) on Fibonacci or similar chains. Here, the arrangements of potentials follow the chain. The interest is then to determine spectrum and wave functions of such operators. Also, classical as well as quantum spin systems like the lsing model are interesting systems on such aperiodic structures. The category of temporal structure includes the example of a single spin in a time-dependent magnetic field B(t), or, more generally, any (nonperiodically) kicked two-level system (cf. also ref. 8 for a survey).
The above models can be investigated with a transfer matrix approach which introduces dynamical systems theory into the problem. The cell structure allows the use of recursively defined transfer matrices {M,,} which act, say, over the f,, (nth Fibonacci number) sites of the nth Fibonacci approximant according to
The matrix recurrence (1) is a renormalization scheme, relating the transfer matrices over successively longer approximants to the infinite chain (recall that the Fibonacci numbers f,, diverge like f,, .-~ C, where r is the golden mean). If one is interested in spectral properties only, much physical information can be obtained from the implication of (1) on the traces of the transfer matrices. They obey a decoupled recurrence relation themselves--which is the origin of trace maps. In the Fibonacci case, this is a third-order difference equation which can equivalently be regarded as
